
How and when do children master the numerical content conveyed by number words and 
number gest6res ?  
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The	period	between	3	and	4	years	old	is	a	important	period	for	the	
development	of	the	concept	of	Cardinality.		
	
When	children	have	to	enumerate	a	set	of	objects,	
•  Small	numerosi*es:	no	difference	between	modali*es	
•  Large	numerosi*es	:	a	verbal	advantage		

	
à	Even	to	tell	How	many	with	gestures,	most	children	use	coordinated	
finger	poin*ng	and	the	recita*on	of	the	number	sequence	to	es*mate	
large	numerosi*es,		
	
When	children	have	to	understand	the	cardinal	meaning	of	a	number,	
•  no	difference	between	modali*es	whatever	the	size	of	the	set	

	
à	Number	gestures	and	number	words,	used	to	communicate	the	
cardinal	value	of		set,	develop	in	tandem	and	with	mutual	support.		

Perspec;ves:		The	assessment	of	performance	in	a	task	using	both	
modali;es	simultaneously		would	be	interes;ng.		
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3	years	4	months	

	
				

Verbal	
Tasks		

Digital	
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Verbal	Tasks		
Enumera;on	task	

«	How	many	»	task		
	
«	Can	you	tell	me	how	many	…	?»	
	
	
•  2	items	with	small	numerosi6es	(2	&	3)		
•  2	items	with	large	numerosi6es	(6	&	7)	

	

	

Assessment	of	the	understanding	of	cardinal	
meaning		

«	Give-a-number	»	task		
	
	«	Can	you	give	me	/THREE/	tokens?	»		
	
•  The	child	received	10	tokens	
	
•  Cardinal	development	level		=	the	largest	numerosity	

accurately	iden6fied	by	the	child	two	out	of	three	6mes	
	

→ 0-knowers,	1-knowers,	2-knowers,	3-knowers,	4-
knowers,	
→ Cardinal-Principle-knowers	

	
«	Equivalence	judgement	»	task		
	
«	Here	are	some	apples	in	the	box.	Puppy	says	
that	there	are	/THREE/	apples	in	this	box.	Is	it	
right	or	wrong	?	»		
	
•  4	items	with	small	numerosi6es	(2	&	3)		
•  4	items	with	large	numerosi6es	(6	&	7)		
	

Digital	Tasks		
Enumera;on	task	

«	How	many	»	task		
	
«	Can	you	show	me	how	many	…	with	your	
fingers	?	»		
	
•  2	items	with	small	numerosi6es	(2	&	3)	
•  2	items	with	large	numerosi6es	(6	&	7)	

	

Assessment	of	the	understanding	of	cardinal	
meaning		

«	Give-a-number	»	task		
	
«	Can	you	give	me												tokens?		»		
	
•  The	child	received	10	tokens	
	
•  Cardinal	development	level		=	the	largest	numerosity	

accurately	iden6fied	by	the	child	two	out	of	three	6mes	
	

→ 0-knowers,	1-knowers,	2-knowers,	3-knowers,	4-
knowers,	
→ Cardinal-Principle-knowers	
	

«	Equivalences	judgement	»	task		
							
«	Here	are	some	apples	in	the	box.	Puppy	
shows	that	there	are												apples	in	this	box.	
Is	it	right	or	wrong	?	»		
	
•  4	items	with	small	numerosi6es	(2	&	3)		
•  4	items	with	large	numerosi6es	(6	&	7)		
	

How	and	when	do	children	come	to	master	the	numerical	
content	conveyed	by	numbers?	

At	some	point	in	a	child’s	development	is	there	an	advantage	in	
the	understanding	of	number	gestures	or	verbal	numbers?	

Many	studies	have	shown	that	gestures	support	verbal	number	knowledge	(Di	Luca	&	
Pesen;,	 2011;	 Goldin-Meadow,	 Levine	 &	 Jacobs,	 2014;	 Roesch	 &	 Moeller,	 2015).	
Finger	 poin;ng	 and	 finger	 coun;ng	 allow	 children	 to	 keep	 a	 visual	 track	 in	 the	
recita;on	 of	 the	 verbal	 number	 sequence	 (Fuson,	 Richards	&	 Briars,	 1982;	 Saxe	&	
Kaplan,	1981;	Alibali	&	Di	Russo,	1999).	Fingers	are	usually	used		by	young	children	to	
resolve	 arithme;c	 tasks	 (Fuson,	 1982).	 Finger	 gnosia	 are	 a	 good	 predictor	 of	
performance	in	arithme;cs	and	problem-solving	in	primary	school	(Fayol,	Barrouillet	
&	Marinthe,	1998;	Noël,	2005)	.	However	the	role	of	fingers	in	the	understanding	of	
the	 concept	of	 cardinality	 is	 less	 studied	 in	 children	and	 is	 s;ll	 a	maher	of	debate.	
Nicoladis,	 Pika	&	Marentehe	 (2010)	 found	 that	 preschoolers	 (2-,	 3-,	 4-	 and	 5-year	
olds)	 took	 no	 advantage	 of	 number	 gestures	 compared	 to	 number	 words	 in	How	
many	 &	 Give-a-number	 tasks.	 In	 contrast,	 Gunderson,	 Speapen,	 Gibson,	 Goldin-
Meadow	 &	 Levine	 (2015)	 showed	 that	 children	 who	 did	 not	 master	 the	 cardinal	
meaning	 of	 number	 words	 (assessed	 with	 the	 Give-a-number	 task)	 were	 more	
accurate	at	es;ma;ng	numbers	with	gestures	 than	with	words.	Not	only	are	 these	
results	 contradictory,	 but	 these	 studies	 present	 an	 important	 limita;on	 as	 the	
understanding	 of	 cardinality	 has	 never	 been	 examined	 using	 a	 longitudinal	 design	
which	allow	a	precise	assessment	of	the	developmental	curve	of	children.		
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3	years	8	months	
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«	How	many	»	task	

•  TIME	effect	(p	<	.01)	
•  No	MODALITY	effect	(p	>	.10)		and	no	significant	
interac;on		(p	>	.10)		

•  TIME	effect	(p	<	.01)	
•  No	MODALITY	effect	(p	>	.10)		and	no	significant	
interac;on		(p	>	.10)		

Assessment	of	cardinality	understanding	
	
«	Give	a	number	»	task	

•  TIME	effect	(p	<	.01);			
	
•  No	MODALITY	effect	(p	>	.10),	no	significant	
interac;on	(p	>	.10)	

	«	Equivalence	judgement	»	task	
•  TIME			effect	(p	<	0,01)	
	
•  No	MODALITY	effect		(p	>	.10)	and	no	significant	
interac;on	(p	>	.10)	

	
•  No	possibility	of	assessing		large	numerosi;es	
because	children	perform	below	chance	level	
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